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Lesson Plan
1. Attendance and CrowdAround 
2. Boolean Quiz
3. Conditionals
4. Coding Practice



Booleans



What is a Boolean?
● A boolean value is just a value that is 

either True or False
● We use these to check if a certain 

condition is true or not
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Conditionals



Conditionals
Conditionals tell the computer to only do something IF a 
certain condition is true

“If you finish 
your homework, 
you can watch 

TV.”

“If you listen 
to Michelle and 
Hweelin, you 

will learn CS.”



Conditionals in JAVASCRIPT
In JAVASCRIPT, there are three important conditionals:

● if statement

● else if statement

● else statement

See if you can guess what each one does!

https://www.khanacademy.org/computer-programming/new/pjs



CONDITIONALS

The IF statement tells a program to do something IF 
a certain condition is true.

The ELSE IF statement comes after the IF 
statement, and tells the program what to do if the 
first condition is false, but a different condition is 
true.

The ELSE statement goes last. It tells the program 
what to do if none of the conditions for the IF and 
ELSE IF statements are true.



An Example Program
var x = 5

if (x == 0) {

print “Hi!”;}

else if (x == 1) {

print “Hey there!”;}

else {

print “Hello!”;}

Hello!



Conditionals
var susieAge = 14

if (susieAge < 6){

console.log(“you’re young!”);

else if (susieAge <= 14):

console.log(“you’re ok!”);

else {

console.log(“you’re old!”);

}

Susie 
here!!



“
Coding TIME!



CHALLENGE TODAY:

Today’s coding challenge is not easy, but don’t 
worry, take your time! Don’t be afraid to work it out 
with your friends/volunteers!

tinyurl.com/je7ggwd (

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/comput
er-programming/programming/logic-if-statements/
p/challenge-bouncy-ball )and if you’re done, move 
on to “Your First Button”.

BOUNCY BALL
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